This pamphlet marks the unveiling of:

WHILE THE PILED CUMULI SAIL GALLEON-LIKE ABOVE
a sundial artwork designed by artist Holly Graham,
for Cane Hill Park,
October 2020.

You can listen to an audio version of this pamphlet,
and of the sundial text read by local residents, online:
hollygraham.co.uk/while-the-piled-cumuli-sail

A NOTE FROM THE ARTIST

You may now like to sit a while in the sun or shade,
and survey the field, sloping down before you to Brighton Road.
– F.J.F., ‘The Trees, Shrubs, and Flowers of Cane Hill Hospital: IV. The Country Ramble’,
The Cane Hill Chronicle: 7th ed., Jan 1951

Watch the cloud shadows chasing each other over Farthing Downs,
while the piled cumuli sail galleon-like above.

At the time of putting together a proposal for an artwork
for Cane Hill Park, that would draw upon histories of the
site, I had recently undertaken a stone-carving residency,
and held a minor fixation on stone and rock. In looking
into the chalk and lime quarrying past of the local area,
I found that lime is often used in the construction of
buildings, present in mortar and concrete; a discovery
which seemed particularly pertinent in view of the
recent work done on the land to develop it into its
current residential use, and that which had built the
buildings that had lain there previously.
I thought about the hospital administration building’s iconic clock tower, an image featured on one of
David Bowie’s album covers, and part of an architectural motif that finds itself replicated throughout
town and cityscapes. The initial proposal was to develop two artworks that would bookmark the
green trim-trail walk that connected the north and south of the site – a sundial at one end and
a weather vane at the other. The planned work sought to reference the former physical structure
as a centre-point of the community and a landmark of the wider Coulsdon landscape, and aimed
to perform a similar function at the heart of a contemporary dwelling place, while more broadly
considering how we locate ourselves in time and space. Budget constraints meant that we were
unable to move ahead with the weather vane, but the sundial remained central to the project.

– A.B., F Ward, ‘The Pilgrim Way’,
The Cane Hill Chronicle: 2nd ed., Sep 1950

Cane Hill Park sits at the top of a hill in Coulsdon, resting on land that was previously the home of
the Cane Hill Hospital, and which before that was used for farming, and chalk and lime quarrying.
Fragments of Roman pots and coins have been excavated in archaeological digs in and around the
nearby Farthing Downs; and today on parts of the steep upward slope from Coulson South train
station, a trainer toe nudged beneath only-recently-sprouted turf might easily unearth chalky rocks
that would do well as tools for pavement hopscotch grid-drawings. Practices of tracing and mapping
histories of the site were particularly active in the years following the hospital’s closure in 1992, up
until its demolition began in 2008. The site held court to urban explorers who jumped the walls
to pick through the dilapidated ruins of the former asylum. One of the members of the fabrication
team who helped to install the artwork that now sits on this land told me of his own expeditions
in his teenage years. Curious visitors breathed in mould and damp, curling vinyl flooring and peeling
wall paper, discarded bedclothes and hospital paperwork; photographing and uploading images and
anecdotes to online blog sites in an archival act of preservation. Underfoot, echoes and imprints of
past lives and movements are embedded in the landscape.
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I liked the idea of grappling with layers of pasts by centring a mechanism for time-telling. But I was also
conscious of the controlling and possibly even oppressive potential of the particular time-measuring
structure I was referencing – a clock situated on the face of an institution that governed the waking
and sleeping hours of its inhabitants. I was curious about the motto inscribed on the clock-tower: ‘I
bring relief to troubled minds’. An assertion of will on behalf of the establishment, it is a statement
that was at times negated and at times confirmed by testimonies written by former patients, which
I read during the research stages of developing the work. It channels a Victorian duty-bound moral
gusto that later came into loggerheads with the government’s 1980s Care in the Community
scheme, which saw the withdrawal of public resources and ultimately the closure of institutional
long-term residential care provision, in favour of a more cost-effective strategy of treating and caring
for physically and mentally disabled people in their homes. Amidst such complicated muddy waters,
and considering the broader context of widely acknowledged violent histories of mental healthcare
in the UK, I hesitated at pivoting the work around an instrument of measurement that had formed
a centre point of one such institution.
Despite these considerations, I felt on review that the form of the sundial took in a more expansive
view of time, taking into account a history of site that stretched back before the presence of the
hospital. My research took me to the Royal Observatory to trace the meridian from which we
calculate Greenwich Mean Time, and to view the vast collection of sundials, clocks, and other time and
distance measuring instruments held there. Strangely, it hadn’t occurred to me before that point that
our contemporary Western conception of time is rooted in colonial histories of seafaring exploits
and expansionism. It is of course, no coincidence that the Royal Observatory is tied to the National
Maritime Museum. Until individuals began to travel further-afield perceptions of time were much
more localised; time-zones specific not just to countries as we are familiar with now, but to smaller
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geographical regions. I was
interested in this idea of
local time that sundials
channel,
acknowledging
‘noon’ not simply as what
we now term as 12pm, but
as the moment when the
sun is at its highest point in
the sky above that specific
place; the very middle of
the day in that location
marking on that very spot
– for that very spot – a midpoint in the earth’s rotation
between sunrise and sunset.

All of these interactions and discussions helped to shape the project, and I found that many of the
reflections shared by those I’d spoken to were articulated beautifully in the words of former hospital
patients held within 1950s editions of the Cane Hill Chronicle that I came across in the Museum
of Croydon Archive. Recent conversations around landscape, community and history echoed the
voices and anecdotes inscribed in the magazine. Highlights from these volumes included a survey of
the local flora and fauna undertaken in series over several editions, a tongue-in-cheek horoscope,
accounts of sporting events and day trips, and some beautiful poems speaking of the land below and
the skies above Cane Hill. Fragments of some of these contributions adorn the delineation markings
on the sundial, mapping out the seasons on the south-eastern face, and running along the ‘late
afternoon in the summertime’ line on the north-western face. Textures taken from images of local
landscape are included as enamel-screenprinted panels – flowers, soil, chalk, and a reproduction
of a lino-cut printed bird originally featured on an early issue cover of the magazine. The materials
employed also sought to play on notions of time, and changing seasons. The two faces of the dial
are constructed from laser-cut sheet metals: corten, copper, and brass; intentionally embracing the
natural patination of the materials that occurs when exposed to the elements.

I often work with text, and the inclusion of words within the artwork felt important from the outset.
Considering an alternative to the clock-tower motto, I hoped to construct a poem of sorts that
strung together some of the pasts and presents of the landscape, through conversations with people
living locally. I met with individuals from the local community through the residents’ association, and
pitched up a stall at last September’s Cane Hill Park Kick-About, asking locals to brainstorm words
and phrases they associated with their neighbourhood. I instigated sundial-making and typography
workshops with Maths and Engineering, and Design students at nearby Coulsdon College. I met
with artists at Bethlem Gallery, an arts space that works with artists who are also users of mental
health services, and led a writing and zine-making workshop that considered themes of time, place,
and community, with reference to a magazine developed by and for the patients of Cane Hill. Upon
Cane Hill Hospital’s closure, some of the last remaining patients transferred to Bethlem Hospital
in neighbouring Beckenham, and one of the artists present at the workshop had himself been a
patient at Cane Hill. He kindly shared an extract of his book with me, which he said he’d like current
residents to know about. It is titled ‘The Road to the Asylum’, and I’ve included it in a list of further
reading material towards the end of this pamphlet.

Many people have fed into this project and aided the development of the work; from one-off
conversations, to extensive consultation, from trusting the vision, to hands-on hole-digging and
foundation-laying on site. Thank you to all of those people who have enabled this work to come
into being, and to all of the residents, who I hope will welcome it as new addition to the community.
Flamed the sky, a sea of molten gold,
The leaves a pattern of green against the glow.
The sun spinning his immemorial way
To bring light to his friends under.
– J.G.S, ‘Sunset in Surrey’
The Cane Hill Chronicle: 6th ed., Dec 1950

Workshops at Coulsdon College, Cane Hill Park, and Bethlem Gallery
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HOW TO READ THIS SUNDIAL
This is a: double-faced, vertical declining, noon-mark sundial. You can use this dial to find out when the
sun is at its highest point in the sky above Cane Hill Park and to see what time of year it is.
Some sundials lie flat with their surface horizontal, facing up towards the sky. This sundial stands
vertically upright. Most vertical sundials in the northern hemisphere face towards the south, as this
is where they will catch the greatest portion of the sun’s rays. When an upright vertical dial sits at an
angle that is not directly north or south-facing, it is called a declining dial.

THE NORTH-WESTERN FACE:
The other side of this dial faces north-west, and will only be legible in the late afternoon in the summer
months as this is when it will receive the sun. Here, as late afternoon creeps on in the summertime, we
can follow the shadow of our fold-out gnomon with its reminder that ‘NOCTURNAL SHADOWS
FALL FAST’.

Like a clock, sundials have a face and a pointer. We call this pointer the ‘gnomon’. This particular dial
has two faces and each of these has its own gnomon, taking the form of fold-out triangles that cast
shadows on the dial face. The south-facing side of this dial tilts a little towards the east, turning to face
the former hospital chapel and administration block, where the iconic Cane Hill Hospital clock-tower
was formerly located. The north face of the dial tilts a little to the west, looking across the pond,
towards the water tower.

FURTHER READING

THE SOUTH-EASTERN FACE:

General local history:
Local History Records, Vol IX: Caterham Warlingham Coulsdon Purley, The Bourne Society, 1970

The south-east gnomon features a small circular hole at the end of the cut-out line labelled ‘AS TIME
MARCHES ON’. On a bright day, the sun’s rays will be projected as a spot of light onto the dial face.
As morning shifts to afternoon, the gnomon shadow and spotlight will move from left to right on the
dial face. When this spot of light crosses the vertical ‘NOON’ line, the sun is at its daily high point above
Cane Hill Park: 12 o’clock noon, local apparent time.This is different to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT),
which is an average we use to standardise how we tell time across different areas of the country, so it
may not align with 12 o’clock noon on your watch.
Additionally, by looking at how high or low the spot of light falls, you should be able to tell what time
of year it is – winter, summer, or somewhere in between.
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Books on sundials:
A Dozen Dials: Peter Ransom, 1998
Sundials, Christopher St J H Daniel, 1986
Sundials: Their Construction and Use, R. Newton Mayall and Margarat Mayall, 1994
Sundials: Their Theory and Construction, Albert E. Waugh, 1973

Books Cane Hill Hospital:
Buddleia Dance on the Asylum: A Nurse’s Journey Through a Mental Hospital, Stephen Burrow, 2010
Cane Hill Hospital: The Tower on the Hill, Pam Buttrey, 2010
The Road to the Asylum, David Beales, 2013
Websites on Cane Hill Hospital:
https://www.canehill.org/
http://www.simoncornwell.com/urbex/projects/ch/index.htm
http://www.mechanised.org.uk/canehill.htm
http://www.abandoned-britain.com/PP/canehill/1.htm
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FEATURED CANE HILL CHRONICLE ACCREDITATIONS
S-E FACE:
Brass:
YESTERDAY IS HERE
TODAY IS YET TO COME
(altered) - A.F.B., Ward B.1.; ‘Cane Hill Chronicle Horoscope’, 2nd ed., Aug 1950, pg 5
LONG BEFORE THE SKIES HAD SCATTERED APART BEFORE THE BLUE BEGAN
M.D., a former patient, ‘Spring Indivisible’, 2nd ed., Aug 1950, pg 1
WHILE THE PILED CUMULI SAILED
GALLEON-LIKE ABOVE
A.B., Ward F (presumed), ‘The Pilgrim Way’, 3rd ed., Sep 1950, pg 3
FLAMED THE SKY A SEA
OF MOLTEN GOLD
J.G.S., Ward, K.L., ‘Sunset in Surrey’, 6th ed., Dec 1950, pg 7
IF YOU WERE BORN BETWEEN THESE DATES BE CAREFUL
A.F.B., Ward B.1., ‘Cane Hill Chronicle Horoscope’, 2nd ed., Aug 1950, pg 5
Cut out:
AS TIME MARCHES ON
A.F.B., Ward M.B.1., ‘Cane Hill Annual Fete 1950’, 1st ed., Jul 1950, pg 6
Enamel:
Landscape textures on disc
‘Cow Parsley, Cane Hill’, c. 1950-60. Image courtesy of Museum of Croydon
N-W FACE:
Brass:
TOMORROW IS YET TO COME
A.F.B., Ward B.1., ‘Cane Hill Chronicle Horoscope’, 2nd ed., Aug 1950, pg 5
Cut out:
NOCTURNAL SHADOWS FALL FAST
G.F., Ward M.E., ‘Three Rambles to Wallington’, 5th ed., Nov 1950, pg 7
Enamel:
Rectangluar bird image
G.R., Ward C.1. & A.M.Y, Ward C.2, Cane Hill Chronical lino cut front cover, 3rd ed., Sep 1950
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Artist: Holly Graham
Commissioner: Barratt and David Wilson Homes
Project Management: Belinda Holden
Supporting Consultation: Croydon Council
Sundial Delineation: Peter Ransom
Fabrication: setWorks

Lynnette St-Quintin – Barratt and David Wilson Homes
Belinda Holden
Katherine Riggs – Croydon Council
Tim Meaker, Briony Smith, Andy Turnbull, & Dan Littler – setWorks
Peter Ransom
Cane Hill Park Residents Association
Jane Everingham,Vinny Franco, Richard Jackson, Gennady Mikhaylov, Amy Stewart,
Jake Stewart, Ben Taylor, & Charlotte Winton – Volunteer Readers
Fraser Muggeridge – Fraser Muggeridge Studio
Sam Curtis – Bethlem Gallery
Fiona Brennan & Ashoka Nanayakkara – Coulsdon College
Jessica Woolf & Lindsay Ould – Museum of Croydon
British Sundial Society
East Surrey Museum
Turf Projects
B Atherton
Jhinuk Sarkar
Rosie Mills Eckmire
Lois Graham
Pam Buttrey
Mark Frith
hollygraham.co.uk/
while-the-piled-cumuli-sail

Featured cover image courtesy of Museum of Croydon:
‘Cow Parsley, Cane Hill’, c. 1950-60
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